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Storyline
from simple attitudes to a meaningful whole

An evolving network model made up of heterogeneous
individuals:

� Units’ attitude is a balance of desires and resources.

� Emergent property arises for some degree of heterogeneity.

� Connectivity fluctuations can be the sign of a critical

status for the system

Applications and model calibration for financial agents.
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financial push: leveraging

I Banking activity among institutions in a financial market,
is an evolving process under the tendency of each agent to
use leveraging actions to increase its profits investing on
external assets.

I Financial institutions tends to expand their asset portfolio,
issue deposits and making loans as long as they meet

financial requirements as risk constraints, monetary policy
of central banks and real economy behaviors.
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financial brake: risk

I The behavior of the assets returns mark the investment as
a risky action where the agent can incur into losses.
A widely used measure of this risk is the Value-at-risk
(VaR) that summarize the whole risk of a portfolio.

I The financial institutions play a role both as a lender and
also a borrower according their own financial evaluations
and positions.
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Network formation and temporal evolution
the minimal model
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Basic Structure
Rules towards a dynamic network

I An evolving network formation

I Agents are profit-oriented institutions in the financial
system made up of inter-bank connections

I Units’ attitudes:
� Leveraging as agent propeller for connections
� Risk evaluation as agent restraint for connections
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Accounting framework & Endogenous Money

simplified situation

I A borrower in repurchase agreement (REPO) contract:
the bank needs of more funds to invest in an external

assets, increasing its liabilities. In the bank’s balance sheet

also assets increase.

I On the other side a lender in terms of reverse repurchase
agreement (R-REPO) contract: the institution increases

its assets making a loan to another bank.

Leverage-driven:
lending-borrowing action opens a

deposit in the balance sheet of the

lender bank thus creating a unit of

endogenous money.
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leverange ratio
seeking profit

As simplest situation let us assume that banks are units that
tend to increase their leverage.

In terms of balance sheet the leverage is defined:

� =
A

E

that is the size of balance sheet

in relation to equity.

The use of leverage can be quite profitable but it has also the
potential to increase losses since higher is the risk that the
institution will assume.
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Value at Risk
quantify the level of financial risk

It determines the extent and occurrence ratio of potential losses
in their institutional portfolios.

I Random variable W =
1

�
I The Value-at-Risk at

confidence level c relative to

some base W0 is the smallest

non-negative number V s.t.

I Prob(W < W0 � V ) 6 1� c.

I compact support of the

distribution in [0,1]

I A 2 [E,1) , � 2 [1,1)
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TARGET NETWORK
definitions and financial meaning

In a finite network,the single agent i has a target degree ki

• A node with a given target degree can reach a given
laverage �i according to its profit-loss curve and VaR
confidence level.

• Under the profitability of levereging actions, every bank
has the stimulus to make connections up to its VaR
constraint
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target action of agents

• Below Var threshold, the units does not have the initiative to
create a new link with another unit, on the contrary the units
will try to cut an existing link among its connections

• Above the VaR, the units can still operates the leveraging
actions creating a new link.
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Dichotomous Model

In the minimal heterogeneous case, we have two types of
agents:

I Let N0 the number of low target leverage institutions
defined with

lim
c!0

V aRc = 1

for which the leverage � ! 1.

I Let N1 the number of high target leverage institutions
defined with

lim
c!1

V aRc = 0

for which the leverage � ! 1.

The total number of financial institutions is N = N0 +N1
which is kept constant.
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Dichotomous Model under VaR

Two types of banks of their VaR threshold confidence level for
profit-loss curve of an external asset.

In the extreme limit:

• a high-target node is a generator of links

� a low -target node is a destroyer of links
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Target Leverage Network
the procedure

Specifically, for each bank i:

a) In each time step a random bank is selected.

b) if a low-target leverage bank is chosen , since
��1
i  V aRi(c) ), it cuts a link with a randomly chosen

unit among connected high-target leverage unit

c) if an hight-target leverage bank is chosen, since
��1
i > V aRi(c) ) it creates a link with a randomly

chosen unit in the network with which it does not have
already a link.

No multiple links.
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Two layer network

Network description:

I
Bipartite Network - Stochastic. Consider only the connectivity
between the two groups

I
Full Network Considers also the constant links among the
high-target nodes
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Bipartite network dynamics

Drift-di↵usion time-series as one-step stochastic process.
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Bipartite Master Equation

Mean field rate description of the average number of high-target

nodes with degree k at time-step tn

n1(k, tn + 1) = n1(k, tn)+ (1)

(add) + �+[k � 1] · n1(k � 1, tn)� �+[k] · n1(k, tn)+ (2)

(cut)� ��[k] · n1(k, tn) + ��[k + 1] · n1(k + 1, tn) (3)

where the transition rates are:

�+[k � 1] ⇡ 1

N

��[k] ⇡ k · 1

N
�h
hki0

the Harris factor �h takes in account the population sizes.

Namely the master eq. describes a migration-death process.
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Connectivity
links evolution

Brownian-like fluctuations for the average-degree for
di↵erent population sizes

h =
N1 �N0

N
control parameter
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Bipartite parameters
mean field definition

I The mean number of links in the bipartite network (i.e.
crosslinks) is

� = L̃

also called crosslinks.

I As mean field parameter we define the number of links over
all the possible links among the two groups:

m :=
L̃

N1N0

that is the density of links of the bipartite network.
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Phase transition

Simulation results for di↵erent Network sizes
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Phase Transitions comparison
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Optimum & Finite size

The total amount of crosslinks has a maximum:

I limN!1 h⇤ = 0: maximum benefit is at the critical point
h⇤ = 0 ! N1 = N0,

I In finite size system maximum benefit at minimal cost is
for sligthly positive h⇤ & 0 where high capacity nodes are
slightly more the the low capacity ones.
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model calibration and empirical studies
Endogenous money creation and criticality
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Early signs of Critical behaviors

I Target network and link formations related to endogenous
money:opening a bank deposit means that an unit of money

has been created

I Some degree of heterogeneity of banks’ target leverage
produces emergent large fluctuations in the
connectivity of network.
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Target Financial Network
calibration through real data

I Real banking sector calibrates the target degree network:
from empirical data to critical marks

I Value-at-Risk is used to assess the probability of bank
insolvency.

I Calibration of network with such empirical approach:
I) Dichotomous behavior for well -performing and

bad -performing banks
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I) VaR and Bank Rating
risk valuation as measure of banks performance

I Two-groups of the minimal target network taken from
banks rated by rating agencies.

I Credit rating agencies would only award a good rating to
those banks that have a very small probability of default.
A rating would apply a confidence level of 99.5% for bank

VaR over the next year.
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I) Credit Ratings and Risk

Cuto↵ between healthy and risky banks in terms of their ability of repaying

financial obligations and vulnerability to possible adverse conditions
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I) ratings over the years in Europe
healthy-risky banks difference for some EU countries
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I) Endogenous Money Mechanism
two layer network ”in toto”

Calibrate the Full Target Network with two types of opposite banks

performance: healthy-risky dichotomy

I
Index of dispersion of endogenous money time series: F = �2/µ

I
endogenous money e�ciency: total number of created links over

possible links : ✏ = hki1+N1�1
N�1
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I) two layer leverage target network
healthy-risky banks as high-target and low target nodes

Minimal full target network (bipartite fluctuating links + fixed
contribution of links)
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mark of Crisis
Critical conditions show high volatility

At criticality N1 = N0 highest dispersion of network connectivity

I
high fluctuations in endo.money links could be a mark of change

near criticality
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unit-wise dynamics network formation
Minimal model as hint for real situations

a recap
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End Credits

• Heterogeneous perspective:

introductory dynamic network

model with dichotomous attitudes
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End Credits

� Heterogeneous perspective:

introductory dynamic network

model with dichotomous attitudes

� Two opposite types of agent uses

leveraging as criterion for connection

and VaR as constraint

� Phase Transition of the network

connectivity: the onset of large

fluctuations at criticality

� Healty-Risky banks split by Rating as

risk measure: for equal proportion, high

dispersion as as mark of big chance

between super-sub critical regimes.

Be fast: the critical transition is

sharp.
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agents’ attitudes

can have good or bad implications

Michelangelo: Fall and Expulsion from Garden of Eden
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Outlook
beyond dichotomy

99K Extend the model for larger levels of heterogeneity of banks’

VaR-thresholds:

Montecarlo simulations with distribution of VaRs from real data

disclosure.

99K Search for a sign of criticality in real bank system in terms of

fluctuations and dispersion in the temporal volume of bank

transactions

99K Other measures of risk and detect the onset of instability for

di↵erent network structures.
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